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Abstract
User participation in the journalistic context has theoretically been possible since the emergence of the Internet. The few
interface formats which have been developed to link newsrooms and citizens have, however, not followed the same explo-
sive development as other parts of the media landscape. One reason often referred to by the scientific community is the
defensive newsroom culture. This essay presents an alternative interpretation and argues that bridging the gap between
interaction design research, media and communications research, and practitioners within digital news media, could shed
new light on the stalled process of newsroom co-creation with users.
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1. Participation and News Media: It’s Complicated
Since the Internet’s childhood, the potential for par-
ticipation has been present (Rafaeli, 1988). Early on,
some scholars emphasized the need to develop “interac-
tive journalism”, favouring participation (e.g., Lawrence,
1993). At that time this was a challenging thought for the
news industry, due to part of its identity being anchored
in the gatekeeper role. Retrospectively, with 25 years
of experimentation, news media have amassed substan-
tial experience in the field. Conclusions differ regarding
whether or not these attempts have been successful. We
also note a trend of early adopters reducing or abandon-
ing their efforts altogether.
As a manager and practitioner, I have followed the
evolution of participatory journalism from an industry
perspective. Since 2012, when I left my last operative
post, I have been active on the board of theWorld Editors
Forum and have served on Wan-Ifra award committees.
From this outlook, I have gained somewhat of an interna-
tional overview. Over the last five years, as the CEOof the
Interactive Institute, an ICT and design research institute,
I have experienced the strong impact that design-driven
development can have on a multitude of application ar-
eas. In this commentary, I argue that if interaction de-
sign was embedded in news media’s innovation efforts
and practices, participatory journalism could serve as a
vehicle for a renaissance in journalism.
2. Opening Up, Without Relinquishing Control
In 2009, whilst working as Editor-in-Chief at the Swedish
regional daily Norran, I developed an open news desk for-
mat, called the eEditor. The format rested on three pil-
lars: transparency, dialogue, and feedback:
1) Transparency, being the daily publishing of the
newsroom agenda and inviting the audience to
influence the agenda, add know-how, suggest
sources, and co-create content;
2) Dialogue, involving, discussion of topics and an-
gles, new perspectives and follow-ups with the
users;
3) Feedback, publishing the names of the partici-
pants who wished to be recognized.
Norran experimented with this format for three consec-
utive years, a work that fostered stronger ties to the lo-
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cal user base, increased both revenue and the paper’s
international reputation. (The Guardian, 2011; Wan-Ifra,
2011, 2012). Since then, parts of this strategy have been
implemented by other news publishers, exploiting not
only proprietary but non-proprietary platforms as well.
These different initiatives, however, have not been
viewed as an overall success for the participatory for-
mats. The reason for its so-called failure has often been
attributed to an internal culture, unable to embrace
change, and which is defensive of its institutionalized
perception of what quality represents and what verifica-
tion should entail (e.g., Ananny, 2018; Lewis, 2012). Be-
hind the notion of reluctance, however, is the assump-
tion of consciousness. This commentary introduces an
alternative assumption: that it is the lack of awareness
of the potential of interaction design that has hindered
the development. Design thinking replaces the engineer-
led, linear, solution-focused innovation process with a
user-centred process filled with loops leading step-by-
step to a deeper cognitive understanding of the prob-
lem at hand. Using a combination of design thinking and
an experimental approach, legacy media could develop
ways of combining external contributions whilst main-
taining high professional standards. This would shift the
perspective from news media involving the users in the
co-creation of their products to involving themedia com-
panies in the users’ lives.
2.1. Case Studies: Legacy Media Co-Creating with Users
Early on, in 2008, CNN’s iReport opened its platform
to external contributions. The format has since evolved
from a simple proprietary web page with a vague ques-
tion (“What’s happening?”) to the use of a combination
of proprietary and non-proprietary platforms as well as
a stronger framing of the requested contributions, with
assignments like “Showme how hot it is where you are?”.
Participation in open formats follows the 1–9–90 rule of
thumb: 1% will actively contribute, 9% will actively con-
tribute sometimes, and 90% will passively watch with-
out contributing (Sloan, 2011). Experimentation with dif-
ferent designs to explore the elements which can have
a positive impact on participation has been rare within
news media.
One design feature that has been used is feedback
loops. News publishers have tried different approaches,
from paying contributors cash (e.g. Swedish Aftonbladet,
2018, who claims paying for “published tips and photo
material”) to personally inviting them into the editorial
process (e.g., The Guardian’s crowdsourcing initiatives;
The Guardian, 2011–2013). Although design research re-
sults have indicated that the strongest engagement oc-
curs when the matter relates to the user’s personal ex-
perience of the service (Ghazarian, 2009). A more re-
cent example is the Swiss, digital news magazine Repub-
lik which has managed to create co-ownership of the
platform, using a similar methodology of open innova-
tion and dialogue through conversation with users, as
in the previously mentioned Norran example. As of April
2018, Republik had assembled 18,480 members and at-
tracted CHF 4,595,000 in capital. Olivia Kühni, a journalist
from Republik, says: “We believe people don’t pay for ar-
ticles anymore. They pay to be part of the community”
(Niemanlab, 2018).
2.2. Case Studies: Online Community Co-Creating
Autonomously
WikiTribune (2018), a follow-up initiative of Wikinews,
aims to bring “journalists and a community of volun-
teers together” (Wales, 2017). WikiTribune has a sim-
ple, text-based design, filtering, and comments. Contrib-
utors are featured with names and pictures. Some con-
tributors engage for these types of extrinsic rewards. Re-
search on open source software communities has, how-
ever, indicated that collaborators participate for the in-
trinsic reward of contributing with their thoughts and
ideas (Sharma, Sugumaran, & Rajagopalan, 2002), a find-
ing that should alter participatory innovation approaches
in the journalistic context.
Over the past decade, pioneers in both the
previously-mentioned categories have started limiting
or abandoning their participatory efforts. Collaborative
journalism site Newsvine, which operated from 2005,
was closed by its owners in 2017. The community-driven
Allvoices, which published user-generated news from
2008, closed in 2011 having reached 3 million unique
visitors. In 2018, Huffington Post dissolved the part of
its site which encouraged citizens to report on the news,
attributing the decision to the upsurge in “misinforma-
tion online”, relating to what Quandt (2018, this the-
matic issue) refers to as “dark participation”. There is a
need for further research to isolate general drivers and
personal motivations behind this trend. Ultimately, is it
time to give up on the vision of positive kinds of partici-
patory journalism?
3. Building a Bridge between Media and Design
Research
Scholars have argued that citizens have the right to a
news narrative (Wall, 2017). In the post-mass-media era,
legacy media are forced to transform, not only through
new practices but also by shaping a new identity. It
has been claimed that journalism’s responsibility is “not
only to influence masses by exposing them to ideas they
might not seek for themselves but also to engage with
them as people who can also produce novel and demo-
cratically valuable interpretations of social life” (Ananny,
2018). Having altered a legacy media company’s brand
proposition from “bringing you information” to “includ-
ing you in building a successful future for our commu-
nity”, I believe this is a path which peers should explore.
We have seen how interaction design can point com-
panies towards ways of building stronger relationships
with their users. Traditional news media, whilst in a dif-
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ficult transition, could benefit from incorporating design
intelligence into its business development. More tangi-
ble benefits range from broadened coverage, reduced
information gathering costs, and stronger quality. It is
important to remember that the early attempts at par-
ticipatory journalism did not benefit from big data min-
ing, artificial intelligence and block-chain technology, el-
ements which should be included as this field moves for-
ward. Someof the experiments took place in a timewhen
the major industry currencies were quantitative: clicks
and page views. Companies lacking a deeper understand-
ing of the user relationshipmight havemistaken quantity
with quality.
4. Conclusions
Participation is the default for a news outlet’s current
and future users. Younger generations are growing up
connected, with AR-, VR-experiences, and sense-making
games. The reason to continue developing interactive
formats is that people love interaction, but it can also de-
velop a sense of belonging and in doing so open individ-
uals to the idea of cooperation. Consequently, news me-
dia would benefit strongly from integrating design think-
ing as well as new, participatory formats to strengthen
customer relationships.
My experience indicates that not only is it possible to
open the newsroom to external participation without re-
linquishing control, but also that transparent, interactive
formats create a strong bond between the brand and the
public. The process is complex, demanding digital as well
as analogue interventions and cannot be simply copied
into any context. By adopting interaction design research
and practices, however, news media would have a guid-
ing beacon and participatory journalism could fuel a jour-
nalistic renaissance within the networked world.
Finally, there is one more important rationale why at-
tempts to find models for journalistic co-creation should
not be abandoned: in a time when disinformation, se-
curity, and integrity issues are affecting users, as well
as media distribution platforms’ credibility, building co-
ownership between quality news outlets and citizens
should be more important than ever.
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